Parametric two-stage sequential quality assurance test of dose content uniformity.
The United States Pharmacopeia (USP) content uniformity sampling acceptance plan consisting of a two-stage sampling plan with criteria on sample mean and number of out-of-range tablets is the standard for compendium. It is, however, often used mistakenly for lot quality assurance. In comparison to the Japan Phamacopeia (JP) procedure, USP procedure is less discriminative between lots with on-target mean and small variance and lots with off-target mean and large variance. The new European Pharmacopeia (EP) and USP harmonized test adopted a tolerance interval approach. But the "no-difference zone" criteria modification for off-target products make the approaches biased in favor of off-target products. We propose a parametric tolerance interval procedure to test a two-sided specification that is equivalent to the test of two one-sided hypotheses. Testing against a lower specification is to assure that the drug product is not under-dosed for the sake of efficacy. On the other hand, testing against an upper specification is to assure that the drug product is not over-dosed for the sake of safety. The operating curves of the proposed procedure are compared with those of the USP test to illustrate the difference in acceptance probability against the mean and variance of the lot.